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Techniques for visualizing turbulent flow in nature and in the laboratory have evolved over half a millennium
from Leonardo da Vinci’s sketches of cascading waterfalls to the advanced imaging technologies which are
now pervasive in our daily lives. Advancements in millimeter wave imaging have served to usher in a new era
in plasma diagnostics, characterized by ever improving 2D, and even 3D, images of complex phenomena in
tokamak and stellarator plasmas. Examples at the forefront of this revolution are electron cyclotron emission
imaging (ECEI) and microwave imaging reflectometry (MIR). ECEI has proved to be a powerful tool as it has
provided immediate physics results following successful diagnostic installations on TEXTOR, ASDEX-U, DIII-
D, and KSTAR. Recent results from the MIR system on LHD are demonstrating that this technique has the
potential for comparable impact in the diagnosis of electron density fluctuations. This has motivated a recent
resurgence in MIR research and development, building on a prototype system demonstrated on TEXTOR, toward
the realization of combined ECEI/MIR systems on DIII-D and KSTAR for simultaneous imaging of electron
temperature and density fluctuations. The systems discussed raise the standard for fusion plasma diagnostics and
present a powerful new capability for the validation of theoretical models and numerical simulations.
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1. Introduction
Advancements in millimeter-wave technology and im-

proved diagnosis of electron temperature and density be-
havior in fusion plasmas have gone hand in hand since
proof-of-principle ECEI and MIR prototype systems were
realized on the TEXTOR tokamak in [1, 2]. In the case
of ECEI, the spontaneous emission of black-body radi-
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ation from the optically thick second harmonic X-mode
occurs at 2 fce � 56 × B GHz, where B is the magnetic
field in Tesla. MIR makes use of reflection at the right

hand plasma cutoff, fR =
[
fce +

(
f 2
ce + 4 f 2

pe

)1/2]
/4π, where

fpe � 9
√

ne Hz and ne is the electron density in m−3, to cou-
ple transmitter and receiver sections of a millimeter-wave
radar system. Therefore, the development of diagnostic
techniques has hinged on advancements in quasi-optical
filtering and coupling of millimeter waves in heterodyne
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detection systems.
By incorporating planar frequency selective surfaces

and sophisticated imaging antenna array configurations,
ECEI has attained the status of a mature diagnostic tech-
nique capable of providing unique opportunities for exper-
imental validation of theoretical models [3]. Dual-array
ECEI systems at DIII-D [4] and KSTAR [5] represent the
state of the art in this technique. New physics results
from these machines illustrate the potential of these new
data for unambiguous observation of key features which
distinguish competing descriptions and theoretical models
of long studied instabilities such as the sawtooth oscilla-
tion [6–8] and Alfvén eigenmodes [9, 10].

Both ECEI and MIR are extensions of 1D diagnostic
techniques which have been widely employed for several
decades. The application of imaging techniques to reflec-
tometry has the added benefit of collecting scattered ra-
diation at a wide range of angles, thereby improving the
integrity of the measurement made by any single detec-
tor [11]. Imaging multiple detectors to multiple cutoff
surfaces to produce a 3D image of electron density fluc-
tuations has been accomplished on LHD. The LHD MIR
design meets the significant challenge of coupling illumi-
nation and receiver systems with a sophisticated arrange-
ment of adjustable reflective optics and an advanced horn-
antenna mixer array (HMA).

Building upon the successes of LHD MIR with new
systems at DIII-D and KSTAR requires a careful design
process which makes use of lessons learned over a decade
of advancements in quasi-optical antenna coupling in the
presence of turbulent fluctuations. A prototype TEXTOR
MIR system facilitated the identification of critical areas
which have demanded further improvement [12]. Im-
proved modeling of the plasma wave interaction [13], cou-
pled with quasi-optical imaging design techniques refined
throughout the development of ECEI systems, result in a
synthetic diagnostic capable of addressing these outstand-
ing questions [14, 15].

2. DIII-D and KSTAR ECEI Systems
The simplest analogy which describes ECEI is that of

a millimeter wave video camera capturing electron temper-
ature fluctuations in real time. Each ECEI array, with up
to 24 vertical channels and 8 radial channels separated in
frequency, provides a 2D picture of a variable portion of
the poloidal plane [3]. Both the DIII-D and KSTAR ECEI
systems are dual-array configurations providing images at
two distinct plasma locations. The images may be indepen-
dently configured to capture adjacent regions or opposing
sides of the magnetic axis. Additionally, the vertical and
radial coverage of each image may be varied over a broad
range. Switching of RF channel spacing allows for a 1.5:1
radial zoom factor. Vertical zoom is accomplished by large
aperture plasma coupling optics with a continuous range of
adjustment.

Fig. 1 Dual array ECEI systems at DIII-D (a) and KSTAR (b)
are shown. On DIII-D (a), vertical zoom functionality
is provided by a translating lens doublet which couples
both high and low field side detector arrays. On KSTAR
(b), a triplet zoom lens is housed in a cassette inside the
tokamak cryostat, allowing for placement very near the
plasma for exceptional vertical coverage. Adapted from
Ref. [16].

DIII-D and KSTAR are similarly sized tokamaks op-
erated with comparable magnetic field configurations dur-
ing the 2010 experimental campaign. However, the access
constraints on these machines are very different, leading
to very different solutions to the challenges of optical cou-
pling [16]. In each case, a thin film dielectric beamsplitter
is used to combine separate arrays and objective lens sys-
tems optimized for operation at the low and high field sides
of the plasma, respectively. A zoom lens is incorporated
into the vacuum interface and shared by both sub-systems.
While every effort has been made to standardize all other
major sub-systems in modern ECEI diagnostics, the design
of the vertical zoom lens sub-system is very different on
DIII-D and KSTAR. Figure 1 presents these designs side
by side for comparison.

The vertical zoom lens design on DIII-D is optimized
with consideration for constraints posed by a vacuum in-
terface which is mechanically robust and places the fused
silica glass window at an angle which minimizes ther-
mal stress, erosion, and material deposition for excep-
tional transmission characteristics under harsh conditions
and over a long service lifetime. These benefits are at the
cost of proximity to the plasma, and the first lens element
may be placed no closer than 1.5 m to the plasma edge.
A doublet zoom lens allows the diagnostic to image a to-
tal vertical span of up to 60 cm with 20 vertical channels.
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The lens design is mechanically compensated, requiring
that both lenses move independently [3].

In contrast, a specially designed zoom optics cassette
allows the vacuum window, and hence the zoom optics,
to be placed inside the cryostat and near the plasma edge
on KSTAR. The result is that a triplet zoom lens design
may be used, maximizing the vertical coverage. This op-
tically compensated design requires translation of only the
central, negative element, and images up to 1 m vertically
with 24 channels [5]. A parabolization of the final plasma
facing surface ensures that this 3:1 magnification of the de-
tector array does not result in significant aberration at the
image plane.

The efficient design of sophisticated optical coupling
systems such as those described above is made possible by
recent improvements in imaging detector arrays. Figure 2
shows a standard ECEI detector array as used on both DIII-
D and KSTAR. Dual dipole antennas, optimized for wide-
band detection over multiple waveguide frequency bands
(in this case W and F band, spanning 75 to 140 GHz),
are coupled to individual elliptical substrate mini-lenses
[17, 18]. This arrangement results in a high gain, Gaus-
sian antenna pattern for each element. The use of multiple
individual mini-lenses simplifies the description of the ar-
ray for the purposes of coupling signal and LO power. RF
and LO power are injected at opposing ports of the de-
tector array. A 3 dB beamsplitter combines RF and LO
power at two sub-arrays of detectors which are offset verti-
cally but imaged to the same plasma region. The top view
of this arrangement in shown in Fig. 2 (a), while the mini-
lenses themselves are visible through the open RF ports in
Fig. 2 (b). This technique allows imaged plasma volumes
to be packed more densely than the physical spacing of the
mini-lenses and eliminates the need for a beam dump, im-
proving LO efficiency.

Figure 2 (c) shows the banks of 2-18 GHz low noise
IF amplifiers which provide greater than 20 dB of gain for
signals produced at the first heterodyne downconversion
step. The second downconversion step is performed by
a complement of IF/detector modules which may be re-
motely located away from the noisy environment of the
experimental hall. The frequencies of the eight voltage
controlled oscillator (VCOs) used in the final downconver-
sion step determine the radial spacing of the sample vol-
umes, while low-pass filtering of the resulting double side-
band RF response determines the radial sample volume, or
radial resolution [19]. A compromise between resolution
and the background thermal fluctuation noise level is made
in selecting a fixed channel RF bandwidth of 700 MHz
(∼ 1.5 cm radial resolution). The spacing of these channels
is switchable, however, from 600 to 900 MHz, resulting in
a radial zoom capability.

At the forefront of ECEI diagnostic development is
the ongoing design of new IF/detector modules which will
utilize the entire 2-18 GHz IF signal available from the de-
tector arrays to produce 16 radial channels (i.e., double the

Fig. 2 (a) An illustration of the RF and LO coupling arrange-
ment as seen from above. Detector sub-arrays are placed
at the transmitted and reflected sides of both paths, elim-
inating the need for a beam dump. (b) The open RF ports
of the standardized detector array reveal the miniature
substrate lenses. During operation, dichroic plates cover
these ports and provide both lower sideband rejection and
electromagnetic shielding. (c) Low noise IF amplifiers
are housed inside the rear compartment of the detector ar-
ray completing a ruggedized stand-alone unit which may
be remotely located from more delicate signal processing
electronics. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [16].

current number). A block diagram of the strategy used is
shown in Fig. 3. Recent improvements to commercially
available voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs) allow for
off the shelf components to be employed up to 15.5 GHz.
The highest local oscillator frequency of 16.4 GHz will be
provided by a surface mount frequency doubler. The 16 ra-
dial channels of the upgraded diagnostic will make full use
of the currently available IF bandwidth; further improve-
ments are planned through a redesign of the detector array
and expansion of the bandwidth of key components, such
as baluns and IF amplifiers.

3. Recent Physics Results from ECEI
The power of ECEI data is best demonstrated by its

ability to provide immediate physics results. With each
improvement in the diagnostic technique come new obser-
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Fig. 3 A block diagram of the RF circuit which will extend
ECEI systems to image 16 radial channels, making use of
the full 2-18 GHz IF bandwidth provided by the current
imaging array design. For frequencies above 12.8 GHz, a
low pass filter is added to remove sub-harmonic local os-
cillator frequencies which may interfere with lower fre-
quency channels. Solid state VCOs are commercially
available up to 15.5 GHz, while a surface mount fre-
quency doubler IC will provide the highest frequency LO
at 16.4 GHz.

vations. The state of the art imaging properties of the DIII-
D ECEI system have provided the resolution necessary to
identify, unambiguously, subtle features which challenge
the predictive capability of present day MHD eigenmode
solvers. In particular, symmetry breaking in Alfvén eigen-
modes such as that shown in Fig. 4 reveals the pervasive-
ness of non-perturbative effects [10].

The phase distortion shown in Fig. 4 is precluded by
symmetry constraints imposed in the ideal-MHD approxi-
mation adopted by eigenmode solvers such as NOVA [21].
While a phase ramp along the tokamak midplane has been
previously reported [22], 2D measurement removes ambi-
guity and associates this feature with poloidal distortion of
the mode. These distortions may be compared directly to
non-perturbative eigenmode solvers such as TAEFL [22],
resulting in new opportunities for model validation. New
avenues of exploration are now available which will lead to
greater predictive capability for future regimes employing
off-axis NBI plasma heating and current drive, as well as
in burning plasmas where it is fusion alpha particles which
have the greatest likelihood of exciting Alfvén modes.

An exciting new area of application for ECEI is in
characterizing plasma behavior in the edge and pedestal re-
gions, including regions where the plasma is optically thin
or grey. Sufficient cyclotron radiation is emitted from these
regions to realize favorable signal to noise ratios. However,
the plasma no longer emits as a black body, and therefore
interpretation of the emission is challenging. Localization

Fig. 4 A reversed shear induced Alfvén eigenmode (RSAE) ob-
served on DIII-D is compared to modeling in numeri-
cal eigenmode solvers. (a) In an ideal-MHD approxi-
mation, the n = 4 RSAE is predicted at 65 kHz for the
experimentally obtained thermal plasma equilibrium. (b)
A non-perturbative hybrid gyrofluid-MHD model imple-
mented by TAEFL reproduces the same mode, but in-
cludes a distortion also observed by ECEI (c). Adapted
from Ref. [20].

of the emission volume suffers from spreading of the res-
onance, reflection from vessel surfaces, and in some cases
shine-through from overlapping harmonics at the high field
side. Furthermore, the radiation temperature is no longer
a linear function of electron temperature, but additionally
has a strong dependence on electron density.

In the diagnosis of plasma fluctuations such as those
relevant to the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) [23, 24],
the density dependence of the radiation temperature may
be beneficially dominant. When the plasma is optically
thin and it is assumed that ñe/〈ne〉 � 2T̃e/〈Te〉, then the
fluctuating temperature T̃∗ observed by the radiometer is
described by [5],

T̃∗
〈T∗〉 = 2

T̃e

〈Te〉 +
ñe

ne
. (1)

Here, bracketed quantities represent time averages. It is
clear from this expression that, particularly in cases where
steep density gradients in the pedestal region provide a cut-
off surface which prevents additional contributions from
overlapping harmonics and internal wall reflection, fluc-
tuation in radiometer signal may be interpreted as density
fluctuation.

Imaging of edge localized modes (ELMs) on ASDEX-
U [9] has shown that ECEI provides interesting data which,
with careful interpretation, lends insight into the dynamic
behavior of these modes. In Fig. 5, ECEI images from be-
fore and after an ELM crash are shown. Preceding the
crash, the plasma region near the separatrix is dominated
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Fig. 5 ECEI data showing edge activity (a) before and (b) af-
ter an ELM crash. The ELM is preceded by fluctuations
with high toroidal mode number in a region of steep den-
sity and temperature gradients. After the ELM crash, fil-
amentary structures are observed outside the separatrix.
Adapted from Ref. [9].

by high toroidal mode numbers which produce long wave-
length coherent turbulence. After the ELM crash, how-
ever, the turbulence has subsided. A hot filament structure
is seen propagating poloidally outside the separatrix. Ab-
solute determination of the density and temperature of this
filament is difficult as the optical thickness at the separatrix
is estimated to be unity. However, the 2D nature of ECEI
identifies poloidal localization of the emission and a finite
bandwidth, if not radial localization.

An opportunity exists for answering some questions
about the utility of ECEI as a diagnostic for plasma edge
measurements in the form of upgrades to the DIII-D ECEI
system which will be fully implemented during the 2011
experimental campaign. The use of zero biased detectors
in upgraded IF electronics modules will greatly improve
the stability of the diagnostic offset value, which in previ-
ous experiments was shown to drift several mV during the
course of a single discharge. Removing this drift allows
ECEI to measure slow fluctuations associated with evolu-
tion of the plasma profile with greater accuracy. Addition-
ally, quantitative images of slowly rotating (∼ 10-50 Hz)
resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) will now be avail-
able.

Comparison of ECEI data to these known fluctuations,
with the aid of enhanced Thomson scattering capabilities
at DIII-D, will allow for the questions raised above to be
addressed in a focused and well-motivated manner. With
a method for confidently interpreting ECEI measurements
in the edge and pedestal regions, a wide variety of appli-
cations will arise, including characterization of novel ELM
control methods, advanced operating and startup scenarios,
and a broad range of 3D field effects.

4. Recent Advancements in MIR
Microwave imaging reflectometry (MIR), like ECEI,

makes use of a broad range of technical advancements in

Fig. 6 The LHD MIR horn mixer array (HMA). (a) The assem-
bled 7 channel unit comprises a stackable, shielded 1D ar-
ray which may be fed with multiple frequencies over the
50-110 GHz operating range of the GaAs Schottky diode
mixer. Removing the cover as in (b) reveals the enclosed
mixing element and three stage IF amplification on an in-
tegrated printed circuit board (PCB). LHD MIR utilizes
5 of the units shown with 4 illumination frequencies for a
total of 140 reflectometer channels.

order to achieve a 2D, or even 3D, extension of a 1D di-
agnostic technique. With multiple detectors and multiple
operating frequencies, MIR promises to provide a capa-
bility for diagnosis of spatially localized density fluctua-
tions comparable to that realized by ECEI for temperature
fluctuations. The MIR system on LHD [25–27] represents
a groundbreaking achievement in 3D imaging of density
fluctuations, and provides data key to understanding the
transport properties of this stellarator device.

At the heart of the LHD MIR system is a horn mixer
array (HMA) which combines well-characterized pyra-
midial horn antennas, Schottky diode mixers, and IF am-
plification in a single shielded and expandable unit. As
shown in Fig. 6, a linear array of 7 waveguide horns is
packaged together with the first stage RF circuitry. These
7 channel arrays may be combined in an arbitrarily large
stack, providing a 2D arrangement of detectors. The LHD
MIR system is composed of 5 such arrays for a total of
35 antennas (5 toroidal by 7 poloidal). These are each
driven by 4 illumination sources (60.41, 61.81, 63.01,
and 64.61 GHz) and a single LO mixing frequency of
55.8 GHz. The result is a 140 channel 3D volume of im-
aged density fluctuations.
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Fig. 7 Adjustment of the main mirror for the LHD MIR system
is performed by two ultrasonic actuators. Vertical adjust-
ment is balanced by the weight of the mirror, while hor-
izontal adjustment is balanced by atmospheric pressure.
Position sensors at the motorized actuators provide con-
stant feedback control.

The complicated 3D shape of cutoff surfaces in LHD
requires careful alignment and focusing of both transmit
and receive elements. This is performed by the steerable
in-vacuum mirror illustrated in Fig. 7. An ultrasonic mo-
tor allows for fast adjustment and control of vertical and
horizontal positioning. This is particularly important as it
has been observed that the optimum region of adjustment
is less than 1 degree.

It may be demonstrated analytically that sinusoidal
phase modulation of the reflectometer probe beam by a
phase screen results in the generation of sidebands of sym-
metric diffraction orders [28]. Allowed to propagate freely
to the detector plane, these sidebands result in a pertur-
bation of the diffracted field which rotates in the complex
plane as a function of propagation distance. The result is an
additional contribution to either phase or amplitude of the
reflectometer signal. For small fluctuations, this contribu-
tion may be detected in the phase of sideband correlations.
Numerical techniques have been proposed which use this
information to perform a synthetic back projection of re-
flectometer data, thereby extracting the maximum phase
information from the reflectometer signal and removing
the unwanted amplitude distortions [29]. The procedure is
analogous to optical imaging, however, and suggests that a
well designed imaging diagnostic may solve this problem
for a wide variety of experimental conditions and unknown
fluctuation parameters. This is the true advantage of MIR,
and is the subject of intensive investigation.

Key to the generation of symmetric diffraction side-
bands is uniform and perpendicular illumination of the
phase screen. In the toroidal geometry of a tokamak, this
corresponds to curvature matching between phase fronts
of the illumination beam and the virtual plasma cutoff sur-
face, which differs from the actual cutoff surface due to
refractive effects [11, 30]. Laboratory characterizations of
the proof-of-principle TEXTOR MIR system undertaken at
POSTECH reveal that this condition could not have been
achieved for all operating scenarios [12]. Rather, flaws

in both illumination and receive optics which limited the
performance of this diagnostic were identified. Many of
these flaws may now be corrected by application of de-
sign techniques developed for ECEI. However, because the
TEXTOR MIR diagnostic performed well in many cases,
construction of MIR systems at KSTAR and DIII-D is pre-
ceded by a detailed investigation of fundamental principles
of reflectometry and candidate diagnostic systems using a
variety of numerical simulations and synthetic diagnostics.

A primary consideration for performance is the size
of optical apertures. Diffraction of the reflected beam pro-
duces significant spreading, particularly for strong fluctu-
ations. Estimations of this spreading may be obtained for
the case of reflection from a sinusoidal phase screen. In
light of the available port access on KSTAR, it is estimated
that the probed fluctuations are constrained approximately
as λθλ0/a ≥ 10 cm, where λθ is the fluctuation wavelength,
λ0 is the illumination wavelength, and a is the peak to peak
amplitude of the corrugation [31]. At greater fluctuation
amplitude or wavenumber, a significant portion of the re-
flected signal is not collected by the receive optics. Under
these conditions, the efficacy of MIR is uncertain and per-
formance should be evaluated by synthetic diagnostics.

A synthetic diagnostic for the sophisticated optical ar-
rangements proposed for future MIR systems requires two
separate components: a code for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the optical system in vacuum, including imper-
fections of the optical system such as misalignments and
spherical aberrations, and a separate code for evaluating
the complicated plasma wave interaction in the presence of
turbulence. Separation of these components allows a broad
survey of candidate optical arrangements to be refined and
tested without a need to duplicate time consuming plasma
simulations. A coupling of these codes is simplified by
applying principles of reciprocity for transmit and receive
components of the candidate designs and treating the prob-
lem as one of antenna coupling. Input and output fields are
coupled by simple integration as in the well known Friis
transmission equation. A block diagram of this scheme
is presented in Fig. 8, where one of several commercially
available optical codes, CodeV, is chosen to simulate the
lens system.

Reflection from a thin phase screen, such as a corru-
gated mirror, may be evaluated by a full wave solution of
Maxwell’s equations. For modest fluctuation wavelength
and amplitude, it has been shown that more efficient analyt-
ical approaches, such as a Bessel function expansion of the
reflected fields [30] or the use of geometric optics [28], are
adequate. Unfortunately, the limits at which these approx-
imations break down are nearly the same as those at which
the performance of reflectometer systems falters. Efficient,
yet powerful, 2D and 3D reflectometer codes which make
use of full wave FDTD analysis near the plasma cutoff and
paraxial wave propagation in plasma regions of low refrac-
tion are available and allow for an accurate representation
of the plasma wave interaction for short fluctuation wave-
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Fig. 8 A block diagram of a synthetic diagnostic technique for
the evaluation of candidate MIR designs. An illumina-
tion beam is introduced into FWR2D [13]. The incoming
beam is propagated by the paraxial Helmholtz equation
toward the plasma cutoff. Near the cutoff layer, a full
wave solution of the plasma wave interaction is obtained.
After propagating paraxially to the plasma edge, the re-
sulting field is convolved with the antenna pattern of the
receive optics, which is by reciprocity equivalent to the
receiver field of view.

length and large fluctuation amplitude [13]. It remains to
be seen whether or not an optimization of MIR may pro-
vide a robust solution to the challenging task of quantita-
tively diagnosing these types of turbulence.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
There is broad ranging motivation for simultaneous

diagnosis of density and temperature fluctuations. In the
study of anomalous transport due to turbulence, phase re-
lationships between density and potential fluctuations gov-
ern energy flux. For electrostatic electron turbulence, such
as electron temperature gradient (ETG) and ion tempera-
ture gradient (ITG) modes, the anomalous electron energy
flux may be expressed as [32],

Qe =
3
2

nkBTe

Bt

[〈(
T̃e/Te

)
Ẽ⊥
〉
+
〈
(ñe/ne) Ẽ⊥

〉]
. (2)

Interestingly, the above expression implies that anoma-
lous transport is determined not only by plasma fluctuation
phase relative to the fluctuating perpendicular electric field,
Ẽ⊥, a quantity which is challenging to diagnose, particu-
larly in the plasma core, but also by the relative phase of
fluctuating electron temperature, T̃e, and density, ñe. This
cross-phase has been applied as a constraint for validation
of gyrokinetic simulations [33,34] by comparing the phase
of temperature fluctuations observed by correlation elec-
tron cyclotron emission (CECE) to both beam emission
spectroscopy (BES) [35] and reflectometer data [36]. The
2D nature of ECEI and MIR provides an extended variety
of correlation lengths and image configurations, including
off-axis diagnostic capabilities. This advancement in di-
agnostic capability becomes increasingly important as the

influence of plasma shape on anomalous transport is ex-
plored.

In addition to the effects of broadband turbulence, the
understanding of coherent modes is also enhanced by si-
multaneous measurement of density fluctuations. Temper-
ature perturbations observed by ECEI are related to plasma
displacement, ξ, by [37],

δTe

〈Te〉 = −ξ ·
∇〈Te〉
〈Te〉 − (γ − 1)∇ · ξ, (3)

where γ is the adiabatic index. For slow fluctuations, the
compressional term at the right may be ignored as, accord-
ing to kinetic theory, the electron population is thermalized
along a magnetic field line, i.e. γ→ 1. However, for oscil-
lations with frequencies comparable to the poloidal transit
frequency, this term becomes important. Similarly, tran-
sient behavior for which axisymmetric compression of a
complete flux tube may not be precluded, such as may be
hypothesized for certain disruptive instabilities, requires
diagnosis of density perturbations in order to determine the
underlying plasma displacement [20]. Again, 2D imaging
is essential for arriving at unambiguous solutions.

Finally, imaging both density and temperature fluc-
tuation simultaneously and with capabilities analogous to
those demonstrated by ECEI is of undisputed value in diag-
nosing edge regions of tokamak plasmas. As discussed ear-
lier, plasma in this region is optically thin or grey, and reli-
able and effective methods of interpreting cyclotron emis-
sion are yet to be established. Correlation of ECEI data
to density perturbations recorded using MIR promises to
provide a foundation for this interpretation. The technical
advancements outlined here demonstrate that microwave
imaging technology has brought fusion plasma diagnostics
to the cusp of a new era, where plasma phenomena are vi-
sualized without ambiguity and theoretical models are held
to the high standards of readily available experimental ob-
servations.
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